Intelligence is defined for wild plants and its role in fitness identified. Intelligent behaviour exhibited by single cells and systems similarity between the interactome and connectome indicates neural systems are not necessary for intelligent capabilities. Plants sense and respond to many environmental signals that are assessed to competitively optimize acquisition of patchily distributed resources. Situations of choice engender motivational states in goal-directed plant behaviour; consequent intelligent decisions enable efficient gain of energy over expenditure. Comparison of swarm intelligence and plant behaviour indicates the origins of plant intelligence lie in complex communication and is exemplified by cambial control of branch function. Error correction in behaviours indicates both awareness and intention as does the ability to count to five. Volatile organic compounds are used as signals in numerous plant interactions. Being complex in composition and often species and individual specific, they may represent the plant language and account for self and alien recognition between individual plants. Game theory has been used to understand competitive and cooperative interactions between plants and microbes. Some unexpected cooperative behaviour between individuals and potential aliens has emerged. Behaviour profiting from experience, another simple definition of intelligence, requires both learning and memory and is indicated in the priming of herbivory, disease and abiotic stresses.

1. Problems of perception

The Earth is a planet dominated by green plants. They account for over 99% of eukaryotic life as the ratio of atmospheric oxygen/carbon dioxide (estimated at 660) indicates. But in the areas of behaviour and intelligence, investigation is almost entirely limited to those of animals. To most animal scientists, plants seem to do nothing; good examples of still life. Being animals ourselves, behaviour and intelligence are expected to involve movement within our time frame. If it is not easily visible it is assumed to be absent. A further assumption is that behaviour and intelligence requires a nervous system, something that has been called brain chauvinism [1]. Brains or nervous systems are not, however, needed for intelligent behaviour as is indicated later; they happen to be the route evolution charted for rapid movement and equally rapid assessment of circumstance by animal organisms. Assessment of circumstance is, however, equally crucial for plants.

When the first plant acquired a blue green alga (that with evolutionary time morphed into a chloroplast), it also required a relatively rigid wall to constrain the generated osmotically active products which can produce turgor pressure. But the wall inhibits easy flexibility and movement. Since light energy was relatively ubiquitous, rapid movement never became an evolutionary imperative. Once on land, multicellular plants used the wall as a skeleton and growth was limited to small regions, when wall strength was relaxed to permit division and cell expansion. In the present day plants, these are tip meristems, embryonic areas in root and shoot that generate new cells and tissues. The root meristem is about 5 mm long and the shoot about double that.

Like all organisms, plants must acquire the resources they need to grow, they need to deal with predators and disease and find mates. Instead of movement, the competitive fight for the essentials, light, minerals and water, led...
instead to fights over space. A branching structure with tip growth was the obvious solution. It provided the potential for maximum space occupation, resource acquisition and in turn helped deny resources to nearby competitors. Fierce competition for light drove plant evolution upwards in height and a new meristem, the cambium, to increase girth.

Resources for both plants and animals are rarely uniformly distributed. Just as the roving animal locates potential food and moves towards it, growing plants have to identify the locations of richest sources of resources in their surrounding space and grow towards and capture them. In this situation, growth acts like very slow movement. However, growth is very slow in all organisms and does not result in obvious and visible change, which is why plant behaviour is often discounted. But the skill required to efficiently and even maximize capture of resources is no different between animals and plants. The plant phenotype is plastic and reflects in part its environmental history. But it is not always growth. Motor cells in very limited areas of the plant do use turgor pressure to change the phenotype, often reversibly. In a very few species, these turgor changes do lead to visible movement and behaviour. But for most plants, turgor movements are again too slow and below our ability to easily see.

2. What is intelligence?

2.1. Agreeing a uniform definition of intelligence
I consider that intelligence in most animals and plants is concerned with improved survival in the wild and thus in turn fitness. A compendium of different descriptions and attributes of intelligence has been published [2]. These descriptions hinge around the ability of organisms to solve problems experienced during the life cycle. Behaviour that profits from experience, through forms of learning and memory, and improves survival and thus potentially fitness are considered intelligent.

Perhaps, the most useful summary is that of Legg & Hunter [3]. They collected some 70 different definitions of intelligence and summarized them as follows:

Intelligence:

(1) is a property that an individual has as it interacts with its environment or environments;
(2) is related to the agent’s ability to succeed or profit with respect to some goal or objective; and
(3) depends on how able the agent is to adapt to different objectives or environments.

Category 1. This is simply behaviour. In plants, behaviour is concerned with the phenotypic and molecular response to changes in a multitude of environmental and internal signals.

Category 2. The goal for any wild organism is ultimately fitness and is equated to numbers of surviving siblings. The ability to profit from learning and memory and thus improve subsequent behaviour increases the chances of survival of the individual. Darwin [4] considered selection to take place at the level of the individual. The whole life cycle is subject to overall selection and fitness and intelligent behaviour becomes a critical part of subsequent fitness [5].

Category 3. The linking with environmental variation is crucial here. What is intelligent in one environment may not be so in another. For plants it is the ability to improve behaviour through experience and thus be adaptively variable through a multiplicity of different environments while continuing development throughout the life cycle.

2.2. There are numerous short descriptions of intelligence in the literature [2]
Some will be mentioned later in this article. ‘Adaptively variable behaviour within the lifetime of the individual’ [6], is a simplification that agrees with the definition above and used previously by me [7]. The emphasis here is adaptively variable. Adaptation represents improvement in subsequent behaviour as a result of life cycle experience. Adaptive behaviour that is expressed with greater rapidity, higher probability or lower cost or, in summary, improved efficiency during the life cycle, is more intelligent and should help place the individual at one or more fitness peaks in an adaptive landscape [8].

2.3. Clarifying the distinction between plant development and behaviour
Behaviour is not to be confused with acts of development which are essential to the individual’s survival and reproduction. A good example here (many others follow later) is seed germination. Without it the individual does not develop at all. But when the seed germinates is an act of adaptive variability or plasticity and thus potentially intelligent in characteristics.

In the soil many wild seeds are fully imbibed. Germination in some seeds only advances (dormancy is broken) when the seed is in receipt of a plethora of signals which are then assessed and judged to be beneficial for the seedling and later developing plant. The skill in environmental interpretation, that is learning, determines which seeds will most accurately assess the time of germination and environmental conditions for the young plant. These are clearly the most intelligent.

Signals that are assessed are a limited range of local temperatures to indicate a suitable season of either summer, autumn or winter (which is usually counted as number of days below 4°C), water availability, various soil volatile organic compounds, perception of light, age of seed (a phenomenon called after-ripening and not understood), soil minerals and probably others not yet determined. Then in addition, maternal environmental conditions influence the decision of daughter seeds on the timing of germination too; that is, to grow immediately or to remain dormant. These conditions include the maternal experience of carbon dioxide levels, competition with other plant species, day length, fungal infection, growing season length, light quality, mineral nutrition, position in the ovary, defoliation and time of seed maturation [9]. The maternal learning experience is passed onto the next generation through obvious memory. Maternal-condition influences on germination are predictions of likely future environments in which the sibling grows. Sibling phenotypic characteristics are in turn influenced by implanted maternal memory potentially improving intelligent behaviour and thus fitness [10,11]. Individual seeds germinate when the plethora of direct signals and maternal information reinforce each other. Germination is adaptively plastic. Intelligence is commonly held to consist of the modification of behaviour in accordance with experience. Intelligence is the correlation of experiences and actions’ [12]. The complexity of germination behaviour can be extraordinary and is exemplified by detailed studies on the wild oat [2].
3. Brains are not needed for organisms to act intelligently

The commonest problem in recognizing plant intelligence is the assumption that only organisms with brains can express the behaviour. Plants obviously lack a defined nervous system and the conglomerate of nerve cells that construct brains. However, they do use electrical signals for communication. If, however, single cells are capable of intelligent behaviour, then the lack of a nervous system is no longer a problem since plants are constructed from many millions of cells which already possess that capability. It then becomes a matter of how cells interact to generate intelligent behaviour.

This section is divided into two parts. Firstly, I compare the systems structure of a cell with a simple organism with a recognizable simple brain, *Caenorhabditis elegans*. Current systems investigations of the cell describe the complexity and distribution of interactions between all cellular proteins. Just as the word genome is a suitable term that summarizes and describes the haploid complement of chromosomes in a single nucleus, the word interactome refers to the complexity and details of protein–protein interactions in defined cells. The word connectome describes the interaction complexity between neurones in a simple nervous system and like genome and interactome use the word of the word simplifies discussion and description. The word ‘degree’ is in common use in systems descriptions and refers to the number of interactions or connections either between one protein or one neurone and its interacting partners. There is overall system similarity between the connectome and the interactome as indicated below.

Secondly, I describe the behaviour of a known single cell, *Physarum polycephalum*. Detailed investigations indicate the presence of intelligent behaviour. Those observations suggest the systems structure of cell interactome and *Caenorhabditis elegans* connectome represent the basics necessary for intelligent behaviour and the ability to assess signals within the context of specific environments. Behaviour is then directed accordingly.

3.1. How cells and nematodes process information

A system is a network of mutually dependent and thus, interconnected components, comprising a unified whole [13].

Eucaryotic cells contain about 100 000 protein species in both plant and animal cells, once post-translational modifications are considered. These proteins interact with each other in complexes of varying size to form the dynamic network, the interactome. Information flow through this network can be manipulated by constructing new connections and disposing of old ones or by modifying their strength. Protein phosphorylation is a common means of manipulating connection strength. Plants and animals have about 1000 protein kinases and hundreds of protein phosphatases with differing degrees of specificity and control constructing a phosphorylome. The system is controlled through hundreds of feedback and feedforward processes.

*Caenorhabditis elegans*, a simple nematode, processes information through the use of some 300 neurones that construct the connectome another dynamic network. Environmental information is processed through this neural network and can be manipulated by changing the interactions between such nerve cells through increasing, or decreasing synapse number or changing synaptic strength.

These two systems like others also possess the important property of distributed control. That is, the recognizable parts can vary and behave with a degree of apparent independence of the main system while remaining attached to it. Their behaviour is still constrained by the connections with the remaining system. Such network structures engender resilience [14].

3.2. Cells and nematodes respond to external signals and assessment follows a simple sequence

Nematodes process information from volatile and water soluble chemical signals, from touch signals, osmolarity, etc., using sensory cells connected to sensory neurons, amplification via interneurons where assessment is made and thence to motor neurons which excite different kinds of muscle [15,16]. Behaviour is modified by experience via non-associative and associative learning through adaptation, habituation and decision and choice capabilities when response has to be prioritized between two contrasting signals [15,17].

Cells commonly process information (when responding to many and numerous external signals) through specific receptor activation, amplification (through cytosolic Ca²⁺, G proteins and numerous protein kinases) ending on a motor output involving secretion, ion flux changes, gene expression and movement in those cells capable of responding. Cell behaviour is modified by adaptation, habituation and decision capabilities, as indicated later, and the whole behaviour is integrated through feedback and feedforward.

In both cell and nematode, a similar sequence is found; signal, assessment and response.

3.3. Interactome and connectome degree structures are similar

Connection patterns in many real networks, including cells and nematodes, converge to a similar architecture exhibiting a heterogeneous degree number between the components with the distribution of degree number characterized by a power law. A minority of components are densely connected (sometimes called nodes or hubs), whereas most have weaker numbers of interacting partners (sometimes called connectors).

Numerous high-quality interaction maps are required to detail the interactome that avoid the obvious problems of false positives [18]. The interactome of *Homo sapiens* presently covers about a third of potential proteins, and has an average degree of about 7; yeast with more than three-quarters of all proteins examined has an average degree of 10 [19]. High degree proteins in the cytoplasm are in combination with large numbers of others. Actin is thought to combine with upwards of 100 different protein species for example. Low degree proteins have far fewer interactions.

Mutation analyses indicate that high degree hubs are usually found to be essential for growth and division; effectively they obey a lethality–centrality principle; elimination of the core hub kills the cell [20]. A minimum dominating set (MD Set) has been defined as optimized subsets of proteins from where each protein in the subset may be immediately reached. These MD Set modules control network behaviour [19,21]. Not all MD Set proteins are high degree. Wuchty provides a toy model of the degree number in an MD Set [19]. In both yeast and humans,
4. Intelligent behaviour in the single cell, *Physarum polycephalum*

*Physarum polycephalum* is a large slime mould, a coenocyte but a single cell. It survives by ingesting detritus found in its environment which it surrounds, engulfs and digests. Investigations over the last 15 years have uncovered some surprising behaviour which a number of authors have identified as intelligent [29,30]; that is, adaptively variable behaviour during the lifetime of the individual. To follow the movement of *Physarum* requires the use of time lapse, the organism’s behaviour is largely expressed as different patterns of growth and again growth is slow.

1. A simple maze was constructed with four possible routes differing in length and food placed at two ends. The plasmodium eventually forms a single thick tube that connects both food sources and which represents the shortest route out of four. In other words, the cell optimizes the ratio of energy output to energy gain [29,30].

2. *Physarum* is very sensitive to strong light which damages it. By illuminating one part of the shortest route with strong light, it was reported that *Physarum* constructs the next shortest but safest route to connect the food sources [31]. This situation is clearly one of choice and decision; the organism balances the risk of damage to itself and the need to efficiently find food to survive. The decision in this case is beneficial.

3. The optimum nutritionally balanced food for *Physarum* was estimated based on a chemical analysis of the plasmodium. *Physarum* was then offered 11 different kinds of food and sampled all of them but finally selected and exploited the one that was optimal for its nutritional needs [32]. *Physarum* was also presented with tasks that required easy or difficult discrimination between separate food sources. When conditions of stress were imposed, individuals tended to make inaccurate or costly decisions [33]. This is an indication of a primary path of information flow which can be interfered with through cross reaction with others.

4. Temporary cessations of growth of the plasmodium were observed after the administration of small electrical shocks. Three shocks separated by the same time interval were administered but the fourth was omitted. Temporary cessation of growth occurred to all three shocks and to the un-provided fourth shock indicating it had learnt to anticipate the administration of a potential shock and the time interval over the previous mild electrical shocks were administered [34,35].

5. Habituation is a form of learning in which the organism decreases or ceases to respond to a signal after repeated presentations, if the signal is no longer biologically damaging. Apparatus was constructed which ensured that food was available only if the organism crossed an agar bridge containing either caffeine or quinine at toxic (but not killing) concentrations. Although initially the time taken to cross the bridge was slow, with successive attempts it eventually achieved that of ordinary agar. The organism was not fatigued, however, because replacing caffeine with quinine returned the organism to the very slow progress initially experienced with caffeine [36].

Descriptions of intelligent behaviour in Stentor, paramecium, protists that construct ‘houses’ from tiny pieces of gravel and cooperative hunting in amoeba can be found in [2,12,37,38].
4.1. Habituation in *Mimosa pudica*

Habituation in plant systems is rarely examined. One example, of that of habituation to mechanical stimulation, has recently been reported in the sensitive *Mimosa* and it seems pertinent to mention it here with the references above to habituation [12]. Although a form of habituation was reported by Bose over a century ago, he failed to apply an alternative method of mechanical stimulation to show it was not simple fatigue [39]. That has now been properly investigated and proper habituation demonstrated by using two different methods of mechanical stimulation [40].

4.2. Conclusion on interactome, connectome and single cell intelligence

The interactome and connectome have systems similarity in their distribution of degrees (connections) among the constituents. Just as the systems structure of the connectome provides for intelligent behaviour so does that of the cell interactome and this intelligence is confirmed with investigations on the single cell, *Physarum*. Since plants are usually composed of millions of cells the potential for intelligence is clearly present and is now described further.

5. The intelligent behaviour of green plants

The notion of plant intelligence is not new. Darwin [41] after much experimentation concluded, ‘The tip of the root having the power of redirecting the movements of the adjoining parts acts like the brain of one of the lower animals receiving the impressions of sense organs and directing the several movements’. Von Hartmann an early psychologist was also surprised by leaf behaviour as he reported in 1875 [42]. ‘If one sees how many means are here to attain the same end, one will be almost tempted to believe that here dwells a secret intelligence which chooses the most appropriate means for the attainment of the end’. Frits Went the discoverer of auxin a major plant hormone in the early 1930s, concluded [43] ‘In tropistic movements, plants appear to exhibit a sort of intelligence; their movement is of subsequent advantage to them’. The nineteenth century German scientist, von Liebig (discoverer of the mineral requirements of plant growth) was quoted by Weaver in 1926 as saying, ‘Plants search for food as if they had eyes’ [44].

6. The variety of signals to which green plants respond

Fitness dictates that the individual should be highly sensitive to the resource parameters of its environment, minimizing energy expenditure while maximizing energy gain to acquire them. Stored resources are then used to provision seeds. There is a relationship between stored resource and seed number in the wild; seed number acts as a proxy for fitness. However, environmental conditions other than resources can interfere in resource acquisition and be damaging. Intelligent behaviour requires the plant to be as sensitive to as many signals issuing from its environment and take necessary action to optimize its fitness chances. Some signals can be all or none, others are graded in size. They can be divided into abiotic and biotic signals.

(1) *Abiotic signals*. Green plants on the whole have been shown to be sensitive to and respond to specific environmental changes in light quality, intensity and exposure length [2]. Temperature (higher or lower than ambient) institute radical shifts in behaviour, often not perceived but easily detected experimentally [2]. There are numerous kinds of mechanical signals such as touch, bending, wind [45] or even weight itself and proprioception [46]; stress institutes different phenotypic effects to strain [47]. Soil obstacles initiate marked root phenotypic change [48]. Even vibrations from caterpillar munching initiate herbivore defence reactions [49] and sound itself has effect on organ growth direction [50]. Patchy mineral distributions and soil impedance variation change the root phenotype [51,52]. Loss of turgor due to low water availability and low light can institute radical shifts in the resources directed to either root or shoot [7,53]. The adaptive effects of gravity on shoot and root phenotype are well known, but most lead to branches placed at angles to the gravity vector rather than the commonly examined vertical growth found in seedlings [47]. Atmospheric variations in gas concentration such as carbon dioxide or even oxygen depletion by reducing photorespiration can greatly increase growth [54]. Anaerobic conditions resulting from flooding change both the root and shoot phenotype often lead to oxygen piping through aerenchyma development [55]. Numerous volatile chemicals and non-volatile chemicals adaptively influence phenotype and even the salivary composition of different predatory caterpillars can be distinguished [56]. Many of these are goal-directed and controlled in extent through feedback.

(2) *Biotic signals*. These include competition and cooperation, trampling, herbivory, disease, symbiosis and mutualism [2].

The range of plant sensitive signals is similar to those of the five familiar human senses of taste, vision, touch, sound and smell. The changes in phenotype take place in the lifetime of the individual and are adaptively variable and thus by definition intelligent in the right environment. Any one of these signals is modulated by the strength of stimulus and a host of other signals that are experienced at the same time and interact. It was observations like these that led Darwin to draw the analogy between the root tip and a brain [41].

6.1. The signal-induced extent of phenotypic plasticity

Phenotypic plasticity during the life cycle encompasses variations: in stem height or root length; numbers of root and shoot branches; angles of branches; thickness of stems, roots and branches; leaf numbers, thickness, degree of leaf overlap, shape, position to the light vector, leaf hair numbers, leaf density and chemical nature of surface cuticle; root hairs; shoot to root ratio; shape of root structure. Plasticity enables the individual to master its local environment and help the individual succeed in the battle to optimize fitness. Plasticity is one detectable facet of intelligence.

6.2. Communication is essential to these changes in signal-induced plasticity and forms the basis of intelligent behaviour

The internal signals that result in plasticity communicate information at different speeds [57] and move mainly through the vascular system. They include mRNA, numerous small inhibitory RNAs [58], hundreds of proteins and peptides [59], 10 hormones (there may be more), hydraulic and
mineral signals. Information is also transmitted through action potentials that result in cytosolic Ca\(^{2+}\) waves underpinned by glutamate-dependent calcium channels and release of glutamate from vesicular sources; a mechanism also used for short-term memory in nerve cells [57]. Action potentials are generated by rapid changes in temperature, mechanical damage from herbivores or salt stress. The calcium wave is attenuated by waves of secreted reactive oxygen species [57]. In these respects, the communication behaviour of a single plant is analogous to that of a single cell.

Probably the fastest communicating signal moves through plant tissues at about 1 m s\(^{-1}\) and the slowest at about 1 cm h\(^{-1}\) for some hormones. But most average 1–8 mm s\(^{-1}\) through the vascular system. The action potential was first reported over a century ago in the sensitive Mimosa and even earlier in the Venus fly trap [39]. Mechanical signals may operate through directly through mechano-sensitive calcium channels [45,57].

6.3. Self-organization underpins signal-induced behaviour and intelligence

Plants are typically self-organizing individuals. There is no cell or tissue/organ that has an overall view that guides the eventual phenotype. Instead organization develops from the bottom up in a kind of Markovian series. Each stage of development, a complex molecular state, undergoes conversation with its changing environment to which it both contributes and responds. Each stage, acts as a platform for the next step [2,60]. Development is thus a learning process! Coordination of developmental change is accomplished by communication throughout. Initially, this is over short distances in the seedling. As the system increases in size, the characteristics and identity of the communicating signals and feedback control, also change [28]. The individual plant and its environment form both a corporate and a feedback system.

Experimentally a single bud on a shrub can be induced to break dormancy by a local chemical stimulus or by microbeams of light, while the remainder of the plant remains dormant or fails to respond [61,62]. These are exceptional examples of distributed control. Normally there is a strong degree of coordination and even though only single tissues may respond, other parts of the plant provide essential assessment of the signal and indicate its acceptance. Selective root responses still reflect a contribution and assessment of root-sensed signals from the shoot itself. A good example is that of phosphate deficiency which is sensed by the root cap and a specific phosphate binding protein or receptor. Information is transmitted to the shoot which synthesizes novel sRNAs. When these arrive in the root they initiate branch root proliferation [63]. Associated accumulations of sucrose caused by the deficiency act as additional proliferation signals improving reliability.

7. Intelligent responses to mineral and light resources

7.1. The plant root cap

In Arabidopsis, the extreme tip of the root is covered by a cap, constructed of some 200 cells. The cap is dynamic. It is constructed from a layer of dividing cells, a cap meristem, that abut the root meristem proper. With each successive division of the cap meristem, the cap cells are gradually pushed outwards and on reaching the outer root surface they are eventually sloughed off. However, during their lifetime slowly moving to the front of the cap, they act as both sensing and assessment of a variety of different signals. Apart from the cap epidermal cells, the internal cells of the cap are referred to as the columella.

The cap both senses and assesses numerous signals indicated below. The response motor for many of these signals is located shoot-wards in the elongating and branching regions as a result of information transmission from the cap and from the shoot in certain cases. It is thought that auxin a growth hormone or growth substance enters the cap from the shoot via the vascular tissue and this is dispersed towards the root epidermis shoot-wards. The root epidermal cells constrain the growth of the root and increased auxin content inhibits growth, the opposite of the shoot. There are, however, some problems with this view that have not been resolved; electrical changes precede any change in auxin contents for example and there are several different elongation mechanisms [2,64,65].

Signals sensed by the cap are described below:

1. Gravity using a statolith-sensing mechanism. Statoliths are not essential to gravity sensing [63–65] but their presence results in a much faster bending response.
2. Touch. When the cap touches an obstacle (stone) in the soil, the shootward region of the root assumes an unusual dog-leg kind of structure placing the tip at an almost horizontal angle enabling it to slide over an obstacle surface with continued division and growth [41,48]. Touch inhibits gravity sensing and lengthy touch dismembers statoliths.
3. Phosphate deficiency, cap signals are transmitted to the shoot via it is thought a phosphate binding protein which acts as receptor. The shoot in turn synthesizes novel sRNAs. When these reach the root, the phenotype changes [66].
4. Soil patches rich in nitrate construct surrounding gradients. When one is sensed the root grows along them with an acceleration of growth along the gradient and virtual cessation when the rich source is encountered [67].
5. When the cap enters a nitrate or ammonium ion-poor soil zone, this is sensed by a cap-based nitrate sensor. Similarly to phosphate deficiency, information is sent to the shoot which replies with signals (possibly other-or-equivalent sRNAs) that modify root branching and increase overall root growth [68].
6. Humidity gradients are sensed by the root cap [69]. When water is in short supply, roots will follow the humidity gradient. Statoliths are dismembered preventing interference by gravity signals.
7. Salt stress initiates long distance Ca\(^{2+}\) waves to the shoot [70,71].
8. Roots are sensitive to light. Sometimes they are positively phototropic but in other species negatively phototropic. The cap contains phytochrome, a light sensor that may mediate these phenotypic changes [72].

The cap is able to respond to numerous signals, assess them and some of which directly control the motor tissue further back in the growing region. Others cause the transmission of longer-range signals that require intervention by the shoot.
via several or more signals [63]. Several signals make for better reliability and thus resilience in behaviour. A single root will experience many of these signals at the same time and assessment is needed to determine the priorities.

To characterize the contribution each cap cell makes to sensing and assessment, root cap cell ablation is one approach. Unfortunately, this has only been examined in detail with gravity signals [73]. Different cell groups were found to have differential inputs to five different gravi-response parameters. Effect of loss of particular cells causes a range from zero loss of sensitivity to nearly 90% of response indicating that approximately only 10% of the columella cells are the most critical for the gravitational signal. In the C. elegans connectome about 4% of neurons are critical.

A central controlling core of root cap cells (with high degree and high connectivity) surrounded by a less significant periphery (with low degree and lower connectivity) is indicated and probably the necessary controlling structure for intelligent behaviour. Mechanical signals in obstacle avoidance are initiated via cytosolic Ca²⁺ transients in the peripheral cells [48]. Although the root cap acts holistically, different sensory and assessment functions seem to be distributed among different cell types.

8. Adaptively plastic and intelligent responses to light

Plant shoots bending towards light sources are familiar observations. Etiolated seedlings are common experimental material to investigate these phenomena. Darwin [41] covered the tip of an etiolated grass seedling (the coleoptile) and observed a large reduction in sensitivity to a unilateral light stimulus; the bending occurred further down indicating signal transmission. Intermittent illumination a few minutes per hour was all that is needed for bending, the signal is learnt and remembered. Crucially bending occurs towards any unilateral light stimulus no matter where it is placed and the response is thus adaptively variable.

The coleoptile tip is probably again about 200 cells in size like the cap. The light gradient across an individual cell of the coleoptile tip must be extremely small. The implication is that the tip behaves holistically and communication must occur across it. Cell ablation studies would probably prove very revealing. When sensitive tissues are exposed to two beams of light on either side whose difference in intensity is not perceivable by the naked eye, the tissue does bend towards the slightly stronger source [74]. ‘Phototropism must be viewed as a complex biological response involving interactions of multiple photoreceptors, multiple hormones and multiple signalling pathways that together orchestrate the establishment of coordinated differential growth gradients’ [75]. Sunflower seedlings kept in very dim light can exhibit some remarkable behaviour detected by time lapse (http://plantsinmotion.bio.indiana.edu/plantmotion/movements/tropism/tropisms.html).

A fair assessment from the time lapse would be that some of these appeared to search their environment through the whole hemisphere above ground.

8.1 Shoots in weak light; light tunnels

Plants that grow beneath a mixed, sometimes high, canopy have to make decisions about the best directions to grow and maximize energy capture. Light is at a premium so identifying the strongest light source is imperative. Time lapse has brought plant behaviour to speeds that can now be perceived easily and is initiating a slow revolution in understanding.

The coleoptile tip must be extremely small. The implication is that the tip behaves holistically and communication must occur across it. Cell ablation studies would probably prove very revealing. When sensitive tissues are exposed to two beams of light on either side whose difference in intensity is not perceivable by the naked eye, the tissue does bend towards the slightly stronger source [74]. ‘Phototropism must be viewed as a complex biological response involving interactions of multiple photoreceptors, multiple hormones and multiple signalling pathways that together orchestrate the establishment of coordinated differential growth gradients’ [75]. Sunflower seedlings kept in very dim light can exhibit some remarkable behaviour detected by time lapse (http://plantsinmotion.bio.indiana.edu/plantmotion/movements/tropism/tropisms.html).

A fair assessment from the time lapse would be that some of these appeared to search their environment through the whole hemisphere above ground.

8.1 Shoots in weak light; light tunnels

Plants that grow beneath a mixed, sometimes high, canopy have to make decisions about the best directions to grow

Figure 1. Circumnutation uses a form of triangulation to locate the optimal direction of light. Large open arrow indicates growth direction. Smaller filled arrows indicate light direction and intensity. (a) The diagram illustrates the potential circular movement of a circumnating seedling (dotted line). By movement in the form of a circle the shoot is able to compare continuously the light intensities at each stage of the rotation. The circumnating shoot is using a form of spatial triangulation much as a snake uses its moving tongue to compare the density of prey chemicals on all sides and alter movement accordingly. In figure 1a, the assessed light intensity on all parts of the circle and on both sides would be about equal thus indicating a forward direction of growth. (b) In this case light (or in the case of dodder volatile chemicals) is to one side and thus the light intensity diminishes and then increases as the circle is moved through. This would signal a change in direction as indicated until again equal intensities throughout the circle are experienced. The requirements are memory of the variations in light intensity as the tissue moves around the circumnatory circle and causing changes in movement to equalize out the light intensity. (Online version in colour.)
side to side and up and down. The presence and direction of the prey is assessed by the preponderance of volatile chemical particles on the various sides of its moving tongue or on the two sides of a split tongue. It has been described as having three-dimensional glasses for the snake and a similar conclusion applies to the circumnutation plant.

After this initial assessment, the Rubus shoot decides on its direction and moves swiftly without further circumnutation being necessary, except for minor adjustments later. Without time lapse, these observations could not have been made. Circumnutation is very common in seedlings and Darwin compiled large numbers of observations that he made [41].

8.2. Intelligent leaf movement in low light

Trying to optimize the energy gain/outlay ratio (costs versus benefit) in light-limiting circumstances, needs an assessment of the best distribution of the limited energy resource can be used for stem, root and leaf construction and how much energy will be gained back from the proposed leaves [77,78]. If the goal is also to reproduce, the energy drain for flower and seed construction has also to be factored in, as well as access by pollinators. If local competitors are few, then more of the limited resources can go to leaves; if many, height becomes more critical. Under a forest canopy, annuals of varying height are frequently observed so that the benefits of gaining more light are balanced by the commitment of resources to height and sufficient stabilizing root.

Under canopies or in forest gaps with low light, leaves tend to form monolayers, thus maximizing light gain for expenditure on leaf construction [79]. ‘Leaves are not that stupid. Leaves are positively phototactic at low light levels and tend to arrange themselves so as to avoid overlap. Since mutual shading may often be the most important way in which plants interact trophically, it may be profitable to study leaf height as an expression of altruism’ [75]. Which buds break dormancy to form branches is likewise assessed by light distributions.

8.3. Adaptive variability to light in response to crowds

In a crowded competitive environment of plants of similar height, access to light by the individual is diminished. To counteract this reduction, a set of phenotypic changes are initiated that are commonly called ‘shade avoidance’. Greater levels of resource are actively provided to the shoot at the expense of the root. Shoot growth is accelerated but on average the stem is thinner, internode distance is increased with fewer leaves, root growth is diminished, petioles (leaf stalks) are longer, leaves are angled to the horizontal [58,59]. The ultimate goal is to overgrow the opposition but if that is not possible, to place the reproductive organs in a position in which pollinators can easily locate and use them.

The altered spectral qualities, the ratio of far red/red light which is increased in light reflected from other leaves is one initiating signal of shade avoidance. However, alteration of the far red/red ratio also changes the composition of emitted volatile organic chemicals (VOCs) and these influence the biomass composition of adjacent plants of other varieties or species [80]. In crowds, however, leaves that touch each other assume a more vertical direction preceding the assessment of the far/red ratio and improving its subsequent assessment. The touch signal is initiated in the leaf blade and information transferred to the pulvinus which responds increasing the angle of elevation [81].

Since the shade avoidance syndrome can be instituted by reflected light before any loss of photosynthetic light, this decision clearly estimates a future circumstance rather than the present. For seedlings that perceive the shade signals, growth is totally directed away from the area of competition [82]. The shade avoidance response has been shown to be adaptively plastic and a prominent determinant of fitness [83–87]. Those individuals that assess by learning the environmental circumstance more accurately and adjust the plant body to best fit the prevailing condition are obviously more intelligent than others. They are more likely to survive and reproduce. In the appropriate circumstances this is a good example of intelligent behaviour.

9. Intelligent adaptive behaviour in mineral acquisition

When more major changes are required between overall root and shoot structure, then long range communication is essential. Local phosphate deficiency is sensed by the growing root tip and results in root proliferation. The root enormously increases the secretion of organic acids and phosphatases to release phosphate from the insoluble complexes with calcium, aluminium or iron and to breakdown organic phosphate derivatives [63,66,88]. The shoot is involved in this decision, it is not a simple diversion of resources to the root to increase growth rates as used to be thought [89].

When roots grow through a patch of soil rich in N, lateral roots proliferate [5]. Again long range communication from the shoot is likely to control the extent of root proliferation. But individual roots growing towards an N-rich patch may not require direct shoot permission, growth is accelerated as the patch is approached and then dramatically slows when the patch is reached, a phenomenon that needs more detailed investigation but analogous to movement of grazing animals [67]. Some seedling roots exhibit forms of circumnutation when grown in the absence of soil. If this continues in soil situations then this can be regarded as increasing the search for minerals or avoidance of toxins, analogous to reptiles that move their heads from side to side to improve prey detection.

10. Situations of choice and decision

The word intelligence is derived from the Latin inter-legere meaning to choose between and a reasonable description of intelligent behaviour. Choice and decision requires information on past behaviour, the presence of alternatives and critically an assessment of immediate futures enabling the beneficial choice to be made and furthering fitness. Making the less beneficial choice may have little immediate impact but will waste essential energy thus moderating fitness. The Charnov model [90] provides a simple way of assessing efficiency of excess energy or food gained during feeding. Observations of feeding behaviour in a number of animal organisms have indicated its general agreement with observation.

10.1. Motivational states in goal-directed behaviour, choice and decision

A two neuron system has been identified in the water snail, Lymnea that underpins decision-making during food search
and consumption [91]. ‘Lymnea performs a sophisticated form of decision-making during feed searching behaviour using a core system of just two neuron types. The first reports the presence of food and the second the motivational state acting as a gain controller for adaptive behaviour in the absence of food.’ ‘Once it makes a perceptual decision about the presence of the stimulus, it often needs to perform further adaptive decisions to maximize the chances of achieving the goal; for example by changing search strategy if insufficient resource is localized. In the face of limited resources an important additional demand is that the goal is achieved with minimal energy expenditure’ [91].

Since Lymnea is making goal-directed choices, these comments from Rangel & Todd [92] are also relevant. The problem can be solved by two different approaches. Animals can learn the value of each action through trial and error using reinforcement learning and then take the action with the highest value but this is only able to pick the optimal action on average. In another approach animals estimate the value associated with each action in every trial using knowledge about their costs and benefits. With sufficient knowledge this approach, often called goal-directed decision-making, can do much better since it is able to pick the optimal action at every trial.’ Goal-directed behaviour is common in plant behaviour [53].

10.2. Dodder search and feeding; suitable food located through both smell and taste

Observations on the parasitic behaviour of Cuscuta (dodder), indicates it performs analogous behaviour to Lymnea but without the need for control by a simple nervous system. Dodder is a typical parasitic plant in that it searches and locates host plants which in due course it exploits. Some 4500 angiosperm species exhibit varying degrees of parasitism.

The dodder seedling lacks a root. Consequently, it must find water quickly on germination. In this condition, it is clearly in a motivational state of search. The shoot circumnavigates and locates nearby hosts from the volatile organic chemistry in terms of volatile organic compound synthesis and food suitability. The parasite can make a quantitative assessment of the future resource return.

A detailed time course of parasitism showed that typically the parasite coils around its host; a process continuing for about 4 days and which then ceases presumably controlled by feedback [93,94]. Once finished, haustorial formation commences and the numbers are determined by the number of coils. The energy outlay here is the extent of coiling while the subsequent parasite growth over 28 days indicates the energy gain. By making measurements on six different hosts and plotting energy gain/energy outlay a linear relation was observed indicating agreement with the Charnov [90] model of animal foraging. Thus dodder optimizes this crucial ratio. Estimates are made of the energy outlay in terms of number of coils to be produced in the first few hours of contact and before any commitment to exploit. It is not known how dodder makes these future intelligent assessments but they match many animal foraging assessments but, of course, without a neural system.

10.4. Dodder accomplishes behaviour which in Lymnea requires neural circuitry!

There is little doubt that a primary problem some biologists have with the concept of plant intelligence is the assumption that intelligence is limited to organisms with some sort of neural network. The observations above show that dodder is capable of equivalent behaviour in the absence of a neural network. Alternative methods of assessment exist in plants. Intelligent behaviour is not dependent on neural activity.

What is now required is understanding of the assessment processes involved in particular costs and benefits estimates, not only in parasitism but in shade avoidance, the various phototropic scenarios under canopies and in competitive circumstances for minerals too.

11. Self-organization: lessons from swarm intelligence

In complex multicellular animals, the immune system evolved to become a major assessment system, using both learning and memory. However, it is strongly diffuse compared with the centrality of the brain. Although trial and error immune learning is used together with memories of differing length, it is rarely referred to as intelligent. Some do, however, refer to it as the consciousness of the body [95]. Distinct analogies to swarm intelligence have been noted [96]. The diffuse behaviour and localized capability of the immune system always take place in conversation with the whole animal
organism. Plants learn and remember both in a similar diffuse and localized fashion.

11.1. Swarm intelligence: a dynamic network of interrelations

Swarm intelligence deals with natural systems whose behaviour is coordinated via self-organization, decentralized and distributed control; all behavioural similarities to plants. The swarm system is composed of many individuals who are largely homogeneous and interact with each other to form complex dynamic networks and with the environment (e.g. stigmergy) via potentially simple rules. Feedback processes dictate function and control change. Parallel action is possible because individuals composing the swarm can perform different functions, making the overall behaviour more flexible. The system is largely fault tolerant; that is, some loss makes little difference to the overall behaviour. The coordinate behaviour requires no overall controller and without any individual being aware of the overall behaviour. As Maeterlinck commented with regard to white ant colonies 'What is it that governs here? What is it that issues orders? Foresees the future, elaborates plans and preserves equilibrium' [97].

Those rules allow thousands of relatively simple animals to form a collective brain able to make decisions and behave like a single organism. The behaviour of each individual is best described in probabilistic terms thus allowing a degree of variation among the individuals rather than exact responses. The behaviour is effectively scale free, small numbers of nest individuals exhibit similar behaviour to much larger numbers.

Present swarm intelligence analysis is largely confined to relatively simple arrangements but its origin derives from social insect colonies which are complex networks too. No insect member has an oversight of the behaviour of the whole just as no individual molecule has an oversight of the complex network that constructs a cell, or any tissue that constructs a whole plant. Most colonies grow with time and store resources against seasonal variation but growth is slow and not readily visible without measurement. It is the whole nest that is subject to selection and fitness; a product of the diverse interactions, feedbacks and communications between the individuals.

11.2. Analogous organization and behaviour between social insect colonies and angiosperm plants

The growing plant is self-organizing, there is no overall controller of the phenotype and development occurs from the bottom up than the top down. There are numerous leaves (equivalent to insect workers) and branch roots that do have qualitatively different but parallel functions in acquiring essential resources. Furthermore, leaves do communicate with other leaves [98,99]; roots communicate with other roots [100]. Self-evidently there is communication between root and shoot. Fault tolerance is shown by root pruning experiments in which substantial amounts can be removed without loss of shoot growth and shoot pruning which subsequently increases yield [89,101,102]. Feedback and feed forward processes control the growing plant and phenotypic plasticity. Plant individuals can be considered scale free; loss of some leaves or roots is tolerated but the individual remains. Leaves and roots are fixed on the same organism whereas in social insect colonies, the individuals move separately around but interacting with each other. Branch and leaf behaviour is best considered in probabilistic terms accounting for a degree of variation in numbers and position observed. Both plants and swarms later produce male and female for reproduction. Other analogous behaviour has been published which indicates quorum sensing as a basis for whole plant decisions [2]. The individual plant itself is subject to selection and fitness.

The beehive collects nectar (carbohydrate), pollen for N and water when required [103]. These are exactly the same constituents needed by plants. It is thought that low levels of protein in workers is the stimulus that instructs more workers to concentrate on collecting pollen needed for growing grubs. The plant equivalent, instigated by low protein levels in cells, is to increase root production and search for new sources of N. Nectar is used for honey, an energy resource to cover the winter. The numbers of honeycomb empty cells for storing honey are thought to be the stimulus, diverting more workers to collect nectar. Low levels of circulating carbohydrate are probably the stimulus for more leaf production, the equivalent of workers again. Water is only collected to cool the hive by evaporation. Part of the function of roots is to collect water and deficits institute increased search activity. Evaporation of water in the internal spaces of the leaf enables cooling.

Hives also maintain a relatively constant temperature. Recent research has demonstrated that leaves themselves on trees ranging from arboreal to the sub-tropical maintain a relatively common internal temperature of 21.4 ± 2.2°C [104]. This is an approximate optimum for photosynthesis; the external temperature of the boreal to sub-tropical averages ranged from 12° to 26°C. There are six ways known that help to maintain this apparent homeostasis to either cool or warm the leaf. The internal leaf temperature is regulated by manipulation of leaf blade orientation, control of stomatal aperture, chloroplast movement inside cells, changes in leaf hairiness and wax reflectance and numbers of leaves on branches [2,105–111]. The first three may take only some 15 min to change, the next two several days, and the final one maybe a week or two. Communication and feedback must be at the basis of these coordinate changes but what is communicated remains unknown at present. The coordinated events represent adaptive and thus intelligent plasticity. Those who more accurately assess the particular circumstances and deploy the optimal set of controls provide a greater probability of ultimate fitness.

11.3. Assessment and coherence in plants

What has always been problematic in plant intelligence is assessment. In animals, it becomes easy to identify the brain as an assessment organ that controls movement. The social insect colony in contrast acts holistically while allowing distributed control (e.g. individual food search). The search and collect behaviour of groups is analogous to phenotypic plasticity. The whole colony survives on complex messaging and negative and positive feedback between individuals.

On this analogy, the assessment of environmental signals and the necessary decisions to be taken by plants arise simply from the complex communication between cells, tissues and organs involving numerous feedback and feedforward processes. Assessment in plants does not necessarily require the equivalent of a brain although a functional equivalent
may be present. But if swarm intelligence is the term to describe this behaviour in social insects, then the analogous behaviour in plants certainly deserves the description of intelligence too.

The intelligent behaviour of swarms and plants is indicated by a quote [111]. ‘Indeed it is not too much to say that a bee colony (individual plant) is capable of cognition in much the same sense that a human being is. The colony (plant) gathers and continually updates diverse information about its surroundings, combines this with information about its internal state (assessment) and makes decisions that reconcile its well-being with the environment’. That statement provides a challenge for future plant research.

12. The plant dance floor

One of the intelligent characteristics of the bee hive is the way workers are redirected towards different food sources as they are discovered. The information exchange takes place on the ‘dance floor’, a meeting place where several different dances are used to manage and control information flow.

Commonly, there is internal competition among different shoot branches for root resources that are gained from the vascular system. Likewise there is internal competition among different roots for shoot resources [112,113]. Uncontrolled competition, however, cannot work. In the shoot, those branches nearest the root would gain most root resources and prevent much further shoot branch growth; similarly for the root system.

The cambium is a meristem producing new vascular tissue by cell division. Topologically it is like an inner skin continuously connected throughout the plant stem and root system and in direct contact with the vascular system. The cambium is responsible for much girth increase but it has a second function. It also generates the vascular tissue that connects newly growing buds and branches to the main vascular strands that connect shoot and root together [112].

As part of a continuous monitoring and arbitration programme, the cambium comparatively assesses the productivity of each branch. In simple terms, those branches that are very productive are provisioned with more vascular tissue and more root resource, those that are moderate remain unchanged and those doing poorly have some vascular tissue blocked. If totally unproductive, all connection is blocked and the branch dies. Branch formation well illustrates intelligent adaptive variability. This is also the case for leaves which are due to be abscised; the vascular tissue connection is blocked as an abscission zone secreting wall hydrolases is constructed enabling a clean break. A similar situation is probably found below ground.

Cambial cells must be in continuous communication with each other in order that comparative assessments can be made. It is a tissue that acts holistically in girth increase, gravitropism and other root-to-shoot responses indicating communication occurs throughout itself and thus capable of this critical role [2,47]. What information is used as comparative assessment is not known but clearly carbohydrate flux rates through the phloem adjacent to the cambium are one possibility; hormones are another.

The manipulation of the vascular system here also accounts for the controlled manipulation of all sorts of activity which come under the title of ‘source and sink’.

Areas of carbohydrate availability like leaves, are regarded as sources and sinks areas that use carbohydrate. It is assumed that carbohydrate flows variably through the vascular system like water through a pipe. This may not be the case, movement will be controlled by the vascular system and increased movement will probably require more vascular tissue.

13. Correcting errors in behaviour and how plants count to five

The ability to correct errors in behaviour that is unproductive and launch it on a correct course, suggests an ability to compare what is actually happening with what should be happening; the current unproductive situation is directly compared to a potential and productive future. Error correction reflects intelligent adaptive variability and equates to intention; it should improve fitness by minimizing energy waste on fruitless enterprise. Although there are few examples of error correction in plants, I suspect many more occur during development itself and intrinsic correcting mechanisms are likely to be present. Something like error correction should operate during herbivory, disease or abiotic stresses using feedback to correct the current course to its desirable state.

13.1. Climbing plants

A number of plants climb on others and use various sensitive tissues, tendrils, leaf petioles, stems, for this purpose. When the sensitive tissue detects a support through a mechanical signal they usually attempt to encompass or wind around it. The energy consumption of climbers is reduced, compared with plants that provide their own independently supporting stem.

Climbing plants use circumnutatory movement to search for suitable supports. Some detect suitable support by mechanical stimulation from impact; others use reflected far red light or detection of volatile chemicals [76]. But provision of an unsuitable smooth support for climbers such as a glass rod leads to some initial winding followed by unwinding and continuation of the search for a suitable support elsewhere [2,114]. The same tendril can try four times or more with such a support before habituating and failing to further respond [114]. The initial curling then leads to an adaptive straightening before moving on elsewhere. Tendrils that contact each other also fail to wind around the partner; the recognition of unsuitable smoothness for grip may be the answer.

From my own observations of a vine in my greenhouse, tendrils normally attempt to assume the shape of whatever surface they come into contact with; that is, they learn progressively the shape of potential support characteristics. Coiling is common because most potential support structures are round or oval. Darwin [114] also recorded this behaviour too in climbing plants and observed that they often recoil from such situations. He offered a blackened zinc plate to a tendril-containing plant and noted that they ‘bent themselves around the edges of the zinc plate but they soon recoiled from these objects with what I can only call disgust and straightened themselves’. While disgust is clear in Darwin’s anthropomorphic assessment, there is clear plant assessment made of the unsuitability of the support. I have observed similar recoil from an initial unsuitable support. Tendrils do require two signals, blue light and touch, to initiate curling. If touched in darkness and then the blue light signal given later, they
exhibit curling for a period of up to 2 h before the excitation state from the touch stimulus disappears [115].

Figure 2 describes the movement of a Passiflora tendril when presented with a support that is periodically moved. The whole observation took 8 h and was monitored by the laborious method of placing a glass plate over the tendril and marking the position of the tip with a dot every 2–3 min [116]. The tendril clearly recognizes the support and moves towards it each time when it was moved.

13.2. Insectivorous plants

Insectivorous plants often live on N poor soils and need to supplement their diet with insects that they capture and digest. Darwin [117] authored a book on them which actually sold better initially than his Opus Magnus [3].

The Venus fly trap (Dionea) contains two sensitive hairs that must be touched within 20 s of each other for the trap to close. Each touch of the hair initiates an action potential that is conveyed to motor cells at the base of the trap that controls closure and engenders a decaying short-term memory. Two hairs are used to avoid erroneous closure induced by, for example, rain drops. However, closure on its own does not initiate the secretion of digestive enzymes and sodium channel formation to uptake this important mineral. Under these conditions the trap remains closed for many weeks [118]. Thus this plant can count to five and by default 1, 3 and 4, a completely unexpected capability. In allowing small insects to escape, the plant is assessing the potential energy gain as unrewarding against a potential future of much larger and energy-rich prey.

Similarly for Drosera, the sundew. When insects land on the sticky tentacles, other tentacles bend to touch and enmesh the insect further with sticky solution. The whole leaf then folds in on itself, envelops the prey and digests it over many weeks. The signal indicating the response may be protein of any kind since milk and meat will initiate leaf envelopment but water or small stones or pieces of chalk only initiate slight tentacle movement which rapidly resets itself by tentacle straightening, correcting the erroneous response and resetting the trap [117].

14. Game theory and competition

Competition is the essence of Darwinian selection and thus individual behavioural interaction; the interaction that gives rise to a hierarchy of fitness. Populations are dependent on a mixture of demes and demes are composed of a mixture of individuals [119]. Individual competition is how Darwin assumed selection to operate. Game theory was originally constructed to analyse competition in economics among companies rather than individuals in biology. Maynard-Smith & Price [120] first used game theory, to describe animal conflict. Some plant competition studies have received attention and are described at greater length [2].
When plants share soil in close proximity, they proliferate their root tissue reducing shoot growth and potentially seed number [121]. The known aim is to sequester soil resources before they are removed by adjacent competitors and is another example of adaptive variability. How these plants recognize that they are growing next to aliens, compared with self, is not clear but evidence indicates a recognition process at work. Seedlings constructed to contain two shoots and two roots are can be split down the middle and the two daughters each containing a shoot and root separately cultivated. After a number of months apart, each daughter now responds to the other genetically identical partner (assayed as root proliferation) as alien [122]. Clearly a form of self-recognition is present. Observations made from of a number of excavated root systems in both the wild and agricultural settings indicates that roots of different species do avoid each other and leave space in between suggesting the potential for alien recognition may be common [123]. The recognition mechanisms are unknown but suggest intention. There are also indications that soil space itself is a signal and with greater space (but not greater resources) plant development and the phenotype is changed. If space is a signal, a mechanism involving recognition of the amount of soil space available, is currently unknown.

14.1. A third partner modifies competitive circumstances and leads to some cooperative behaviour among individuals

Some 80% or more of angiosperm plants exist in symbiotic combination with mycorrhizal fungi. Secretion of chemicals from roots like strigolactone attracts endo-mycorrhizal fungi whose hyphae penetrate the plant root and then the root cells, to form an arbuscular membrane. Carbohydrate is passed across this transit membrane to the symbiont and phosphate and iron is passed back to the host from the symbiont whose hyphae penetrate the plant root and then the root cells, to form an arbuscular membrane. Carbohydrate is passed across this transit membrane to the symbiont and phosphate and iron is passed back to the host from the symbiont and not pass it on. In that situation the plant becomes aware of the cheating situation and reduces the anaerobic status of the nodule that damages cheater fitness [2]. Dealing with cheaters is obviously intelligent behaviour.

However, a single mycorrhizal individual can connect together several individual plants of the same or different species to form a common mycorrhizal network. Evidence suggests that various kinds of information can pass through this network. Partners subject to herbivore or disease attack do transfer some information from donor to adjacent receiver in the network enabling them to prepare suitable defence reactions via increased defence enzyme changes [124,125]. Within 24 h, the receiver plant had increased defence enzyme levels up to threefold [125]. A potential form of communication is through action potentials and cytosolic calcium waves induced by herbivore damage in the attacked plant [57]. Receipt of a substantive electrical signal by the root may pass easily into the penetrating mycorrhizae. Fungal hyphae have been reported to exhibit action potentials [126,127]. Such electrical information could continue through to receiver plants initiating action potentials in them, and inducing glutamate-sensitive calcium waves and de novo enzyme synthesis. The extent of cooperation between plants in the wild is still uncertain but clearly the potential for root fungal networks is present. Competition between plants is thus moderated and much earlier ecological studies on competition may need some reassessment. With two different plant species as partners in a common mycorrhizal network, a more intelligent partner can sequester more of the mycorrhizal material which has been observed.

The mycorrhizal network can also transfer water, some allelo-chemicals and some sugars to partners in the mycelial network [124,128,129]. How far these elements of communication can inform and affect other network partners is not known but limits may be strict unless there is information amplification by each partner.

14.2. Shoots and games

Shoot behaviour analysed by game theory has indicated the necessary trade-offs (decisions and choice) between plant height and foliage density of forest herbs growing competi
tively under a canopy or in full sunlight. Height is gained at the expense of leaf number and game theory explains how these herbs grow to different heights despite all being subject to similar reductions in light exposure [77]. Choice and decisions enter into the games as indicated earlier with obvious decisions about optimizing energy expenditure against energy gain using probabilistic assessments. Further analysis has investigated leaf competition on the same plant because older leaves get shaded by younger ones. In this model, the leaf area index (LAI, leaf area/unit ground area) was predicted to increase with an increasing degree of inhibition and light interception between genetically distinct neighbours. This implies that clonal plant stands with genetically identical daughters have a different LAI structure [2].

15. Volatile organic chemicals: the plant language?

The VOCs are emitted by leaves, shoots, roots, bark, fruits and flowers of probably all plants. About 1% of fixed
carbon is used and emitted. The spectrum of emitted volatiles is changed by herbivore attack and disease and that can attract parasitoids of the herbivorous pests (so-called burglar alarm) [130,131]. Methyl jasmonate, ethylene, and methyl salicylate, all VOCs are involved in defence induction mechanisms [132,133]. These chemicals can diffuse to adjacent plants if they are sufficiently close together and initiate defence mechanisms in un-attacked plants. The limit of useful spread is about half a metre; beyond that insufficient stimulus is received. But many wild plants will be closer than half a metre. On that basis some communication will take place from an attacked plant. There is also evidence that kin respond better than aliens to adjacent signals indicating potential shoot recognition mechanisms [134]. If adjacent plants are partners in a mycorrhizal network then information is transferred between both roots and shoots as indicated in the previous section. A second function of herbivore-induced volatile production is to overcome some limitations of the vascular system of the attacked individual. Some parts of the plant, are not equally exposed to the circulating defence chemical messages and in this case, the VOC will help make up this deficiency [132,133].

The VOC spectrum is qualitatively different between individual species and even individuals [132,133]. Obvious fitness benefits arise from those emitted by flowers and fruits; variations in fragrance can mark out intelligent behaviour. Holopainen & Blande [133] have creatively suggested that the complexity and species individuality of VOC act as a plant vocabulary or language; individual volatiles are words and the VOC signature represents sentences. A sentence is an emergent property of the words used to construct it [5]. If the analogy is useful, it suggests that the whole VOC signature due to synergy between the words is essential; omission of one or two words (that is one or two VOCs) will fail, something now reported in one case [135]. The VOCs emitted by damaged shoots elicit greater response in genetically identical relatives than aliens even from the same species suggesting the potential for self-recognition and perhaps altruism [132]. The concept of spontaneity suggests each individual will likely emit its own signature [2].

That plants can sense alien volatiles is known. The young seedlings of Dodder, a parasitic plant, home in on their prey by sensing the direction of emitted volatiles and potentially use emitted volatiles to assess the suitability of prey for exploitation [76,94]. Numerous VOCs are emitted by rhizosphere bacteria and mycorrhizae and alter root architecture in different ways ([136] and references therein). To enable these changes in form there have to be root sensing mechanisms via receptor proteins and a concurrent signal-transduction sequence. If alien species of plant root emit these volatiles they will induce root proliferation too.

15.1. Leaf mimicry through volatile organic chemical recognition?

Boquilia trifoliolata, a climbing vine in temperate rainforests, mimics the leaves of its supporting hosts in terms of size, shape, colour, orientation, petiole length and/or tip spiness. The consequence of mimicry is to reduce herbivory. Mimicry on eight different hosts has been reported [137]. A vine, extending across different hosts, responds to each specifically in turn. The sensing mechanism is clearly unique to each host species and the most likely individualistic signal is released host bark VOCs. Again the sensing requires receptors able to discriminate the particular group of VOCs. However, Mancuso & Baluska [138] have creatively suggested that plants do possess primitive eyes, that is ocelli, based on a very early suggestion by Haberlandt. These might provide the necessary discrimination [139]. Anything that does discriminate between the fine details in its environment using light, justifiably has a tissue akin to an eye although obviously much simpler. A combination of smell and sight is more likely to lead to accurate recognition.

Some vines simply avoid trees on which the trunk is too smooth to enable climbing [2]. Again, recognition of a particular group of VOCs seems at present the most likely explanation.

15.2. Volatile organic chemical receptors?
The range of volatile chemicals produced below ground is quite extraordinary (e.g. [140–144]) and sufficient to account for the complexity of self and alien recognition which is known to occur. How are VOCs sensed? Since plants synthesize many VOCs, they do have enzymes with active sites that produce the chemical in the first place and thus have the potential with slight modification of producing a similar protein for sensing them. To simplify the detection of the VOC signature a single protein receptor detecting only partial structures of all the individual VOC signature complex is indicated and is characterized in odotope theory. These are forms of sensory capability akin to smell in animals.

16. Learning and priming from experience

Learning about a stimulus requires a transduction sequence process whereby the signal is processed either by cells or neural systems. For intelligent behaviour the learning process should institute a memory which can be accessed to modify subsequent behaviour. ‘Intelligence is commonly held to consist essentially of the modification (improvement) of behaviour in accord with experience. It is the correlations of experiences and actions that constitute intelligence’ [12]. Even in bacterial swimming, a few-second memory is required of the previous experience so that a new direction of swimming can be accessed and used. But memories have to be learnt first.

Leamed memories in animals usually result in obvious changes in behaviour detected by altered movements; but with the obvious exception of the immune system. There are many similar learning and memory events in plants that are simply discounted because the plant fails to visibly respond a reflection of the different plant lifestyle. But they can be experimentally detected. As with the immune system, the memory lengths can be diverse. In plants they vary from a few seconds to hours, weeks, months or even years dependent on the tissue and particular signal [2,7,53]. This variability is inevitable in the nature of the self-organizing structure of the plant phenotype.

16.1. Herbivory, disease and abiotic stress induce memories lasting months to years

Those plants that experience herbivory or disease become primed to further insults so that they now respond more quickly, to a greater extent and thus more robustly, than unchallenged plants [145,146]. This is clearly by definition intelligent behaviour. Priming can last for years and in certain cases survives meiosis. Chromatin structural modification,
through epigenetic changes (specific histone acetylation or phosphorylation, DNA methylation), are one probable mechanism [147–149]. Perhaps unsurprisingly a similar chromatin modification or remodelling is involved in long-term memory in neural circuits [150]. The most recent addition to the potential for plant memory is that of prions recently discovered in plants and which provide a novel method of memory over long periods of time. Priming is quite simply learning and the memory is long-lived modifying future behaviour; priming could well be dependent on such protein memory [148].

Priming is now recognized to occur after repetitive heat, drought, cold and salt stresses which train the plant to respond more quickly and more robustly to repetition of these conditions [2,149,151]. The experience is learnt and remembered; the memory then participates in modifying subsequent behaviour to these abiotic insults and in ways that will impact and hopefully improve fitness. Repetitive treatments with the hormone, abscisic acid (ABA), primes ABA dependent genes in the same way [152]; their expression now responds more quickly and to a greater extent to subsequent hormone treatments.

Perhaps more intriguing is the obvious cross talk between many of these abiotic stressful conditions in which some of the same events are induced by separate stresses. Thus the response to one like heat, increases resistance to cold stress. Similarly, herbivore attack increases resistance to disease [150]. These observations represent kinds of conditioned behaviour in which one signal influences response to another and increases fitness.

The life history of individually cloned plants from the same parent determines their capability for stress response and priming. It illustrates how sensitive plants are to slight environmental variation and indicates the potential for fitness variation and intelligent behaviour [153].

Stress-induced signal-transduction pathways commonly involve information flow through cytosolic Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent processes and numerous interlinked protein kinase pathways. Concomitantly, the synthesis of the protein constituents of these pathways are increased, deepening the metabolic channel and increasing the direction through which information flows [2]. During learning by the brain, synaptic connections are strengthened and/or new connections made thereby deepening the channel of information flow through particular neural pathways. The analogous aspect of learning in both organisms is complete.

17. Conclusion

Learning, memory and intelligence are not common terms in plant science because of a belief that these behaviours are properties only of organisms with neural systems. Plant scientists, being of course animals themselves, have expectations that intelligence involves obvious visible movement. The animal immune system, single cells, the entire social insect colony, and the extensive evidence provided here on plants indicates the necessity for better appreciation of the intelligence that underpins them. Plant intelligence does not require an obvious brain; complex communication, still poorly understood in plants, may be sufficient. It is in the area of signal assessment that future investigation needs to concentrate.

The tenor of much plant research has concentrated on identifying signals, the positive feedbacks that initiate change. Perhaps the more crucial are the negative feedback interactions of which virtually nothing is known that indicate receipt of a signal and control its further expression. Nervous systems were an almost inevitable consequence of the need to move to find food, a particular lifestyle but just one of several, that we of course share. Intelligence, however, is an inevitable consequence for all organisms that consistently deal with a variable environment, both plant and animal. Without it, competition and fitness would never have energized evolutionary change in the way they have. From an initial and controversial beginning in 2003 [7], plant intelligence investigations are now spreading into different areas of study that find the concepts productive and even beginning the complex consideration of the meanings of plant cognition [154,155]. The frontier continues to expand.
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